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ABSTRACT : “Pairwise stability” is the standard solution concept for the roommate problem according to which harmony is threatened by the voluntary
formation of a new match. We instead propose forms of “unilateral stability”
according to which harmony is threatened by one agent simply approaching
another in a different couple (reciprocated interest or not). We suggest several solution concepts in which the choice sets or the deviation options are
systematically restricted and given these constraints, no agent wishes and is
able to unilaterally approach an agent from a different couple.
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1.

Introduction

Gale and Shapley (1962)’s matching problem is an iconic model in economic theory. Its
prevailing solution concept is pairwise stability. But who has said that pairwise stability
is the only solution concept for the matching problem? In this paper, we suggest alternatives to the dogmatic use of pairwise stability as the criterion for harmony in matching
environments.
As a platform we use the roommate problem, a closely related variant of the twosided matching problem. In the model, N is a single even-numbered population of n
agents who must form pairs. Each agent i is characterized by his strict preferences %i
over the other agents. A pairing is a profile (x i )i ∈N which specifies a partner x i for every
i , such that for any pair of agents i and j , if x i = j then x j = i . A pairing is said to be

pairwise stable if there are no two agents in different pairs who prefer each other over
their respective current partner.
For the matching problem, the deferred acceptance algorithm yields a pairwise stable pairing and provides a proof of its existence for that setting. However, in the roommate problem, often a pairwise stable pairing does not exist. Much of the literature suggests algorithms to find such pairings or sufficient conditions for their existence. The
few modifications of pairwise stability that are proposed relate to a dynamic aspect of
the instability and preserve the voluntary formation of a new match as the basic threat
to stability.1
Gale and Shapley (1962) provide little motivation for their pairwise stability notion.
In the colleges-applicants context, they just state: “The ... assignment is ... ‘unstable’
in the sense that it can be upset by a college and applicant acting together in a manner
which benefits both”.
There is no denying that pairwise stability is a natural solution concept. It fits into
the cooperative game theory tradition in which the source of instability is the formation
of a coalition that can act to benefit all of its members. But is it the only criterion for
1 One exception is Tan (1990) who proposed a concept with the following explanation: “Since there
may not exist any complete stable matching, it is natural to consider the problem of finding a maximum
number of disjoint pairs of persons such that these pairs are stable among themselves, i.e. no two persons,
who are not paired together but have matched partners, both prefer each other to their partners under
the matching”.
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harmony that we might be interested in?
Our life experience suggests that social harmony is disturbed not only by the formation of a new match, but it is usually sufficient for a member of one pair to approach a
member of another pair offering him to form a new match whether the offer is accepted
or not. In other words, society might be destabilized even if A who is matched with B
simply approaches C who is matched with D, and expresses his interest in being paired
with him. In doing so, A betrays B and expresses to C his desire that C betray D. There
are several possible motives for A to approach C : He might know that C prefers him over
D (which is the premise of pairwise stability). And even if C initially prefers D more, A
might hope that if he approaches C , then C will be flattered and will change his preferences. Finally, A may lack knowledge about C ’s preferences and might approach C just
to try his luck.
Thus, while the instability in the literature is taken to be an outcome of the formation
of a new match, we model situations in which instability is due to an agent’s betrayal
of his partner by unilaterally approaching a member of a different match asking him
to betray his partner. Once the approach is made, a scandal bursts: A’s partner feels
betrayed whether or not A’s approach is reciprocated. Bad sentiments spread in the
society and harmony is lost, not because A’s suggestion was acted on but merely because
a suggestion was made.
It is rare that preferences are conflict-free, such that every member can be paired
with his top choice. Therefore, achieving unilateral stability generally requires social
norms that limit the options of an individual to approach another. A familiar ultraconservative norm forbids approaching any matched individual. Such a norm “solves
all instability problems” at the cost of dramatically restricting liberty. We, [AR] on the
other hand, are interested in less restrictive norms. We adjust ideas from Richter and
Rubinstein (2015, 2020) and Piccione and Rubinstein (2007) in order to suggest different
versions of unilateral stability, each of which corresponds to a different social institution
for achieving harmony in the troubled society.
Our first concept, Z-equilibrium, specifies a set of forbidden pairs which makes agents not want to approach certain others but keeps the restriction minimal. The
C-equilibrium notion is in the spirit of competitive equilibrium. Rather than prices, a
status ranking prevails and each agent can approach only agents who are of a lower rank
3

(cheaper) than his partner. In all J-equilibria variants, power rules instead of status and
determines which agents can approach which others.
2.

The permissible and the forbidden: Z-equilibrium

The first solution concept is inspired by Richter and Rubinstein (2020). Equilibrium
reflects a social norm that determines which couples are forbidden
permitted

and which are

. An equilibrium consists of a pairing and a forbidden set such that: (i) an

agent’s partner is the best from among those with whom he can form a permissible pair
and (ii) the set of forbidden matches is minimal in the sense that for any strictly smaller
subset of forbidden couples there is no pairing for which (i) is true.
Denote the set of forbidden matches by Z . The deviation set of agent i is D i (Z ) =
{j | {i , j } 6∈ Z }, which is the set of partners with whom i ’s match is not forbidden. A para-

Z-equilibrium is a tuple ‹(x i ),Z › where Z is a set of couples and (x i ) is a pairing such that

for each agent i , there is no agent j such that {i , j } ∈
/ Z and j i x i . A Z-equilibrium

is a para-Z-equilibrium such that there is no other para-Z-equilibrium ‹(y i ), Y › with a

smaller forbidden set Y ⊂ Z . Notice that, in any Z-equilibrium, none of the matched

couples are forbidden (if {i , x i } ∈ Z , then it can be removed to form a less restricted
para-Z-equilibrium).

Notice that unlike Y-equilibrium in Richter and Rubinstein (2020), the Z-equilibrium
notion allows agents to be treated asymmetrically, in the sense that different agents face
different restrictions. The only limit on the restrictions is that if i is forbidden from
choosing j , then j is also forbidden from choosing i .
Claim 1 characterizes the set of Z-equilibrium pairings:
Claim 1: The Z-equilibrium pairings are all Pareto-optimal pairings.
Proof: Given a pairing (x i ), define L((x i )) to be the set of all doubletons {i , j } such that
j i x i or i  j x j . That is, it is the set of all desired (by at least one agent) couples relative

to the pairing (x i ). Obviously, ‹(x i ), L((x i ))› is a para-Z-equilibrium since all pairs whose

permissibility would disturb the harmony of the pairing (x i ) are forbidden.

Let ‹(x i ),Z › be a Z-equilibrium. By the minimality of Z , it must be that Z = L((x i )). If

there is a pairing (y i ) that Pareto-dominates (x i ), then the tuple ‹(y i ), L((y i ))› is a para-Z-

equilibrium. Obviously, L((y i )) ⊆ L((x i )). The inclusion is strict since at least one agent,
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say j , is strictly better off in (y i ) and so the pair {j , y j } is in L((x i ))−L((y i )). Having a paraZ-equilibrium with a smaller set of forbidden pairs contradicts the original supposition
of ‹(x i ),Z › being a Z-equilibrium.

On the other hand, let (x i ) be a Pareto-optimal pairing. The tuple ‹(x i ), L((x i ))› is a

para-Z-equilibrium. To see that it is a Z-equilibrium, suppose not, then there is a para-

Z-equilibrium ‹(y i ), Y › with Y ⊂ L((x i )). All agents are weakly better off in (y i ) since for

every i , the pair {i , x i } is not forbidden in L((x i )) and therefore is unforbidden in Y as
well. The set L((x i )) contains at least one pair {i , j } which is not in Y . Without loss of

generality suppose that j i x i . However, in that case y i %i j i x i and thus (y i ) Pareto-



dominates (x i ).
3.
3.1

Status ranking
C-equilibrium

Our next solution concept is C-equilibrium. An equilibrium candidate is a tuple ‹(x i ), D›

where (x i ) is a pairing and D is an ordering of the agents. The statement i D j is interpreted as i having a status at least as high as j ’s. A social institution prevents an agent
from approaching any agent who is higher ranked than his partner. In other words,
agent i is prevented from approaching agents ranked higher than x i . Formally, a tuple

‹(x i ), D› is a C-equilibrium if for every agent i , there is no j such that j i x i and x i D j .
In words, no agent can find a different partner who is more desirable and of (weakly)
lower status than his current one. This concept is closely related to the abstract equilibrium concept discussed in Richter and Rubinstein (2015).
The C-equilibrium notion has another interpretation, according to which a match
can be viewed as double ownership. If A and B are matched, then A owns B and simultaneously B owns A! Agents are ranked according to some notion of value whereby each
agent “owns” his partner, and can “exchange” him for any weakly less “expensive” agent.
In a C-equilibrium, no agent wants to exercise this option.
Double ownership might sound strange to some readers at first. As an example, consider a street of identical duplexes

where each resident owns one unit. If all units

are the same, then each duplex can be viewed as a partnership with the only distinction
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between units being who your neighbor is. Selling your unit means selling the right (or
duty) to be someone’s neighbor. Thus, in this respect, two individuals who live in the
same duplex are involved in double ownership.
Claim 2: Every C-equilibrium pairing is Pareto-optimal.
Proof: Recall that we assume that all preferences are strict. Let ‹(x i ), D› be a C-equi-

librium and (y i ) a pairing such that y i %i x i for all i . Let i 1 be an agent with the

highest D-ranked partner according to the pairing (x i ). The partner x i 1 is i 1 ’s first-best
and therefore y i 1 = x i 1 . Let i 2 be the agent with the highest D-ranked partner among
N − {i 1 , x i 1 }. Again, it must be that y i 2 = x i 2 . Repeating this argument n /2 times leads to



the conclusion that (y i ) = (x i ).

The C-equilibrium notion is quite different from pairwise stability (although both
satisfy Pareto-optimality). Even the existence of one concept does not imply the existence of the other:
Claim 3: (i) There is a roommate problem with a C-equilibrium and no pairwise stable
pairing, and (ii) there is a roommate problem with a pairwise stable pairing and no Cequilibrium.
Proof: Let N = {1, 2, 3, 4}.

(i) The following is Gale and Shapley (1962)’s canonical example of a roommate problem
without a pairwise-stable pairing. 2
Agent
1st Preference
2nd Preference
3rd Preference

1
2
3
4

2
3
1
4

3
1
2
4

4
1
2
3

Table 1: A roommate problem with a C-equilibrium, but no pairwise-stable pairing
In contrast, the ordering 1 B 2 B 3 B 4 supports the pairing (4, 3, 2, 1) (depicted in Table 1) as a C-equilibrium. This ordering and the pairing (3, 4, 1, 2) is also a C-equilibrium.
The pairing (2, 1, 4, 3) is not a C-equilibrium pairing (under any ordering D) since it must
2 Consider

any pairing. Let i be the agent matched with 4. Agent i prefers every other agent to 4 and
there is j ∈ {1, 2, 3} who top-ranks i . Thus, the pair (i , j ) blocks the profile from being pairwise-stable.
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be that 3 B 1 (to prevent 2 from approaching 3), and it must be that 1 B 3 (to prevent 4
from approaching 1).
(ii) Consider the following example:
Agent
1st Preference
2nd Preference
3rd Preference

1
2
3
4

2
3
4
1

3
4
1
2

4
1
2
3

Table 2: A roommate problem with no C-equilibrium nor J1-equilibrium but with a
pairwise-stable pairing that is not a J3-equilibrium pairing.
There is a unique pairwise-stable pairing (3, 4, 1, 2) (highlighted in blue in Table 2). We
now see that no C-equilibrium exists: given any ranking, one of the agents, and without
loss of generality let it be 1, is matched with his first-best and the resulting pairing must
be (2, 1, 4, 3). However, it must be that 3 B 1 (to prevent 2 from approaching 3) and it
must also be that 1 B 3 (to prevent 4 from approaching 1).



The following example demonstrates that in a C-equilibrium an agent’s “richness”
(in terms of the “market value” of his partner) can be orthogonal to his popularity. Assume that all agents have the same preferences: n %i n − 1 %i ∙ ∙ ∙ %i 2 %i 1. The pairing

(n , n − 1, . . . , 2, 1) together with the ranking n B n − 1 B ∙ ∙ ∙ B 2 B 1 is a C-equilibrium

(actually every pairing would be a part of an equilibrium with this ranking). In this equilibrium, the least beloved agent, 1, is the “richest”.
3.2

E-equilibrium

We now consider an equilibrium notion related to C-equilibrium. An E-equilibrium is
again a tuple ‹(x i ), D› where the statement i D j is interpreted as “i is of a status at least
as high as j ”. But now, we assume that a social institution prevents an agent from being

matched with any other who is higher ranked than himself. In an E-equilibrium, for
every agent i , his partner x i is i ’s most preferred mate in his “budget set” {j ∈ N | i D j }.

Thus, the ordering D governs budget sets rather than deviations and the status of an
agent is determined by his own place in the ranking rather than that of his partner. This
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definition relates to a special case of the notion of U E e (Richter and Rubinstein, 2015)
where each agent enters the economy with an initial endowment of himself.
In every E-equilibrium, the status of any two matched members must be the same.
Therefore, every E-equilibrium is also a C-equilibrium and by Claim 2 its pairing is
Pareto-optimal.
In order to characterize the E-equilibria, we need another concept. An economy is
pair-rankable if there is a partition of N into doubletons {I 1 , . . . , I n /2 } such that for every

i and q , if i ∈ I q then i top-ranks his doubleton’s partner from among I q ∪ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∪ I n /2 . That

is, the agents are ordered in pairs and each agent’s partner is his best out of those who

are not ahead of him.3 The pairing induced by such a partition of N is obviously pairwise
stable. The following claim shows that an E-equilibrium exists if and only if the economy
is pair-rankable.
Claim 4: (i) An economy has an E-equilibrium if and only if it is pair-rankable.
(ii) If an E-equilibrium pairing exists then it is unique.
Proof: (i) Let ‹(x i ), D› be an E-equilibrium. Let i be a D-maximal agent. As mentioned

earlier, i and x i must be equally D-ranked and thus both agents are D-maximal and
must top-rank each other. These two agents form I 1 and are removed. The construction
repeats itself with the remaining agents to form I 2 , . . . , I n /2 . Thus, the economy is pairrankable.
Assume the economy is pair-rankable with the sequence of doubletons I 1 , . . . , I n /2 .
Define i D j if i ∈ I q , j ∈ I r and q ≤ r . Define x i = j if {i , j } is one of the doubletons.
Clearly, the tuple ‹(x i ), D› constitutes an E-equilibrium.

(ii) A proof by induction on the number of agents: Assume that an E-equilibrium exists.
There are two agents who exclusively top-rank each other (recall that preferences are
strict). These two agents must be matched in any E-equilibrium (since for any equilib3 Notice that pair-rankability is weaker than the α-reducibility condition (Alcalde, 1995) which is used
to guarantee the existence of a pairwise-stable matching in the roommate problem. Two classical cases
which are pair-rankable are:
(i) Agents living in a metric space who prefer closer agents; and
(ii) Agents positioned on a line with single-peaked preferences over the other agents and a peak being one
of his neighbors. This implies that an extreme agent top-ranks his only neighbor and for any set of agents
there are two neighbors such that the left one top-ranks his right neighbor and the right one top-ranks his
left neighbor.
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rium ranking, one of the two agents can “afford” the other and would prefer him over
any other partner). Any E-equilibrium induces an E-equilibrium among the remaining agents, which by the induction hypothesis is unique among the remaining agents.
Therefore, the E-equilibrium pairing is unique.



As a side issue, the next claim shows that if the social ordering D is only required to be
a complete binary relation (and no longer requires transitivity), then the E-equilibrium
pairings are exactly those which are pairwise stable.
Claim 5: A pairing (x i ) is pairwise stable if and only if there is a complete binary relation

D such that ‹(x i ), D› is an E-equilibrium.

Proof: Given a pairwise stable pairing (x i ), define the binary relation D on N by i D j if
x i %i j . That is, i D j if i does not want to leave his partner x i for j . The relation D is
complete since there are no two agents i and j who both strictly prefer each other over
their partner. By definition, i prefers x i over any j for which i D j .
In the other direction, let ‹(x i ), D› be an E-equilibrium. Suppose that (x i ) is not pair-

wise stable, i.e. there is a pair of agents i , j , for whom j i x i and i  j x j . Then, neither

i D j nor j D i , contradicting D’s completeness.

4.



Jungle equilibria

We now consider three equilibrium concepts where the opportunities for an agent to
disturb the harmony of society are restrained in some way by the presence of a power
relation in the spirit of the jungle equilibrium concept of Piccione and Rubinstein (2007)
(see also Rubinstein and Yıldız (2022)). In all three, an equilibrium candidate is a tuple
‹(x i ), B› where (x i ) is a pairing and B is a strict ordering on N with the interpretation
that i B j means that i is more powerful than j . In all of the jungle equilibrium variants,

given the power constraints, no agent is able to approach another whom he prefers to
his current partner. The variants differ in how the power relation restricts the options of
an agent to approach another agent who is not his partner.
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4.1

J1-equilibrium

A J1-equilibrium is a tuple ‹(x i ), B› for which there are no two agents, i and j , such that
i is stronger than j and i strictly prefers j over his current partner x i . In other words, an
agent is deterred from approaching another agent not because he would be rejected (as
in the case of pairwise stability) but rather by the power of the desired agent. Note that
if ‹(x i ), D› is an E-equilibrium, then ‹(x i ), I› is a J1-equilibrium, where I is any strict

ordering satisfying that if i B j then i I j .

We now see that any J1-equilibrium outcome is pairwise stable (and thus also Paretooptimal) but the equilibrium notion is even more stringent and need not exist even
when a pairwise stable pairing does.
Claim 6: (i) Every J1-equilibrium pairing is pairwise stable.
(ii) A J1-equilibrium need not exist even when a pairwise stable pairing does.
Proof: (i) Let ‹(x i ), B› be a J1-equilibrium. Suppose that there are two agents i and j

who strictly prefer each other to their current partners. Then the stronger agent prefers
the weaker over his current partner, violating the J1-equilibrium condition.
(ii) Consider the example presented in Table 2. In any J1-equilibrium, one of the agents,
say 1, is the strongest and gets his most preferred partner, 2. Then the equilibrium pairing is (2, 1, 4, 3), both 2 and 4 get their least preferred partner and the stronger of the two
prefers the weaker over his partner, thus violating the J1-equilibrium condition.
4.2



J2-equilibrium

A J2-equilibrium is a tuple ‹(x i ), B› in which there are no two agents i and j such that
j i x i , i B j and i B x j . In words, the J2-equilibrium condition requires that there is

be no i who desires j more than his current partner and is more powerful than both j

and j ’s partner. That is, an agent not only does not dare to approach a stronger agent,
he is also deterred by the strength of his desired agent’s partner. Obviously, every J1equilibrium is also a J2-equilibrium.
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Claim 7:
(i) A J2-equilibrium always exists.
(ii) Every J2-equilibrium pairing is Pareto-optimal.
(iii) There can be a Pareto-optimal pairing that is not a J2-equilibrium pairing.
(iv) Every C-equilibrium pairing is a J2-equilibrium pairing.
Proof: (i) Choose an arbitrary agent i 1 and make him the strongest agent. Pair him with
his first-best, i 2 , and make i 2 the weakest agent. Continue in this manner to obtain a
sequence of agents such that i 1 B i 3 B ∙ ∙ ∙ B i 4 B i 2 and for each odd k , agent i k is paired
with i k +1 . This is a J2-equilibrium: Notice that all odd-indexed agents are stronger than

all even-indexed ones. Thus, for every even k , the agent i k cannot approach any other
agent because every other couple has a member stronger than i k . For every odd k , if
i k prefers j over his partner, then j is removed in the above construction before i k , and
therefore, either j or j ’s partner is stronger than i k .
(ii) Let ‹(x i ), B› be a J2-equilibrium. Assume that (y i ) Pareto-dominates (x i ). Let j be
the strongest agent in M = {i : x i 6= y i }. Then y j  j x j , and j is stronger than both y j
j

and y j ’s original partner, x y (because both are in M ) which violates the J2-equilibrium
definition.
(iii) Consider again the profile of agents’ preferences from Table 2. The pairing (3, 4, 1, 2)
is Pareto-optimal. If it were a J2-equilibrium outcome, then the strongest agent would
be matched to his first-best but no agent is matched with his first-best partner.
(iv) Let ‹(x i ), D› be a C-equilibrium and break ties so that D is strict. Define a power

ranking I by ranking agents according to the status of their partners: i I j if x i B x j .
Suppose that for some i , j , x j i x i . Then, it must be that x j B x i since ‹(x i ), D› is a
C-equilibrium. But, then j I i . Therefore, ‹(x i ), I› is a J2-equilibrium.

4.3



J3-equilibrium

A J3-equilibrium is a tuple ‹(x i ), B› for which there are no i and j such that j i x i and

i B j , x i , x j . That is, the J3-equilibrium notion stipulates that i cannot approach j if he
is not stronger than all three: j , j ’s partner and his own deserted partner. Obviously,
every J2-equilibrium is also a J3-equilibrium. The J3-equilibrium concept is weak: every
power relation can be a part of an equilibrium.
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Claim 8:
(i) For every power relation B, there is a J3-equilibrium ‹(x i ), B›.

(ii) The set of J3-equilibrium pairings is equal to the set of J2-equilibrium pairings (and
thus, every J3-equilibrium pairing is Pareto-optimal, though not every Pareto-optimal
pairing is a J3-equilibrium pairing).
Proof: (i) We construct the pairing inductively. In the first step, the B-strongest agent
picks his most preferred partner. The remaining agents are those who have not yet chosen or been chosen. In each subsequent step, the B-strongest remaining agent chooses
his most-preferred partner from among those remaining. By this algorithm, half of the
agents “make a choice” while the other half “are chosen”. Any agent who “makes a
choice” can only prefer earlier removed agents, i.e. those who are stronger or are paired
with a stronger partner. Any agent who does not make a choice is neutralized from approaching any other agent because he is matched with a stronger agent.
(ii) As mentioned, any J2-equilibrium is also a J3-equilibrium and thus it needs only
to be shown that any J3-equilibrium pairing is a J2-equilibrium pairing (possibly with
a different power relation). Consider a J3-equilibrium ‹(x i ), B›. In every couple, there

is a stronger agent and a weaker one. Let S be the set of stronger agents and W be
the set of weaker ones. Define a new power relation B0 by preserving B on S and on
W and pushing all members of W below all members of S. The tuple ‹(x i ), B0 › is a J2-

equilibrium: Suppose not, that is, there is some i and j such that j i x i and i B0 x j , j .

It must be that i ∈ S since any member of W is weaker than at least one of the members

of every couple. Thus, i B x i . Since the power relation is preserved on S it follows from
i B0 x j , j that i is B-stronger than the B-stronger member of the couple {j , x j } and thus

i , in addition to being B-stronger than his partner, is also B-stronger than both j and
x j , thus contradicting ‹(x i ), B› being a J3-equilibrium.
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5.

Final comments

We have introduced several solution concepts for the roommate problem. The following
diagram summarizes the relationship between their outcomes:

Pareto-optimal = Z

J2=J3

Pairwise
Stable
C
J1

E

Figure 1: Relationship between equilibrium notions.
Z, J2 and J3 always exist.
The Z-equilibrium minimally restricts the set of permitted matches. It always exists
and its outcomes are all Pareto-optimal pairings. The C-equilibrium creates a doubleownership relation between matched agents: every member has a value and no agent is
interested in exchanging his partner for any (weakly) “cheaper” agent. We do not have
a characterization of the circumstances under which it exists but we know that when
it does its outcome is Pareto-optimal and its existence is orthogonal to the existence
of a pairwise-stable pairing. In all three variants of the J-equilibrium, a power relation
reigns: in an equilibrium no agent can overcome the power constraints and approach
an agent that he prefers to his partner.
We don’t argue positively or normatively for any of the social institutions underlying
the aforementioned solution concepts. Our message is just the teaser:
“There is life beyond pairwise stability”.
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